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Airlines urged to
strike a healthy
workload balance
STRESSED WORKERS TEND TO LOSE INTEREST
FASTER, EXPERTS SAY AT AVIATION SUMMIT
DUBAI
BY DEREK BALDWIN
Chief Reporter
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irlines must strike
a healthy workload
balance for employees to minimise risk
factors that can lead
to accidents, delegates attending the World Aviation Safety
Summit heard yesterday.
Employees in high demand,
low personal control jobs within the airline industry who are
micromanaged by supervisors
are at risk of stress overload
which can affect job performance, said Dr Mohammad
Wasif Alam, director of Public Health and Safety at Dubai
Health Authority.
In a presentation focused on
minimising airline “accidents
and near misses”, Dr Alam
said the workers who are overstressed may lose incentive, lose
interest in doing a good job.
“You have no choice but to
follow the boss’s order, the
boss’s way,” he said, adding
long-term exposure to that
kind of work environment can
lead to “physical and mental
changes” that are detrimental
to a person’s health.
On the flip side, Dr Alam
suggested that employees who
are given more latitude to do
their jobs “are healthy people.
There is a lot of work but you
can do it your own way”.
Using a cockpit environ-

ment as an example, Dr Alam
pointed out that for an airline
captain and his or her first officer, “taking off and landing is
a lot of stress”. If the person in
ultimate control, the captain,
is difficult to work with in a
professional capacity and is too
demanding, the first officer’s
performance may suffer.
Tipping point
“If the captain is a nice person ... that first officer will excel,” Dr Alam said.
The key consideration for
employers such as airlines is to
determine the tipping point of
stress loads on employee positions and work to stay on the
positive side known as eustress,
rather than allowing the employees to fall into the negative,
or distress.
Dr Alam said it’s no secret
that working in the fast-paced
airline industry requires an
ability to handle stress in a
good way from a variety of roles
within the organisation — from
pilot and air traffic controller to
maintenance and ground crews.
Everyday, staff face issues
such as inclement weather, delays, possible bird strikes, and
drone intrusions but airline
employees must maintain strict
flight schedules to compete in a
global market.
Flight attendants are masters
of handling stressful environments everyday, he said.
SEE ALSO A20

Free English
classes for
unskilled
workers
DUBAI
Staff Report

T

he Jebel Ali Free Zone
(Jafza) and Danube
Group have signed
an agreement to train unskilled workers in Jafza at
the Danube Welfare Centre.
The initiative includes a
three-month basic English
language programme.
The
agreement
was
signed between Mohammad
Al Mua’alem, CEO of Jafza
and senior vice-president
and managing director of
DP World (UAE region) and
Rizwan Sajan, founder and
chairman of Danube group.
It will create a non-profit
training centre delivering
free seminars, lectures and a
comprehensive curriculum.
Sultan Bin Sulayem, group
chairman and CEO of DP
World and chairman of Ports,
Customs and Free Zone Corporation, said: “We are delighted to cooperate with the
Danube Group to provide
quality training to unskilled
workers living in Jafza staff
accommodation that will
help them improve their
quality of life and careers.
Sajan said: “We will promote the training facilities
to all workers in Jafza.”
The Danube Welfare Centre was set up in 2012 to make
contributions to society and
to deliver a positive transformation in the lives of workers
in Dubai. It is a non-profit
social organisation licensed
by the Dubai’s Community
Development Authority.
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THE ROAD
THAT UNITES
A NATION

THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE E11 HIGHWAY
TELLS THE STORY OF OVERCOMING OLD
DIVISIONS AND BUILDING THE UNION

DUBAI
BY IONA STANLEY
Special to Reach by Gulf News
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s we drive along the
many lanes of the
modern Dubai-Abu
Dhabi highway, it is
hard to imagine that
only 45 years ago, today’s onehour journey was a long and
unpredictable voyage. It was
easy to get stuck in the sand
tracks or to lose one’s way, and
travellers were forced to stop
at a formal customs post at the
border between the two emirates so inspectors could check
the contents of each vehicle.
Each emirate was fiercely
independent and ran its own
police, customs, and security
forces, while developing its
own separate economy. The
unity inspired by the federation had yet to be felt, so the
development of what is now
the E11 highway represents
the story of the country’s
unification and its rapid development.

There were
some dirt tracks
between these
three states
that would
sometimes
disappear, and
we had to carry
our passports
to cross over
from one to the
other.”

Two emirates, one nation
■

Abdul Salam Shaik |
UAE resident
One early traveller was Abdul Salam Shaik who arrived
by boat from India in the early
1960s. The UAE resident remembers Sharjah, Dubai and
Abu Dhabi as distinct entities.
“There were some dirt tracks
between the three states that
would sometimes disappear,
and we had to carry our passports to cross over from one to
the other. The travel time ran
into many hours,” he says,
talking from his son’s home
on Shaikh Zayed Road.
In the 1980s when the tar-

Halfway house
■
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This police post sheltered travellers to Abu Dhabi in
the 1950s if they arrived too late in the day to cross the
causeway. It still stands today beside the modern Maqta
Bridge. For the full story see the web version of this story.

macked road had been laid
down, the journey from Abu
Dhabi to Dubai was marked
by two distinct landmarks.
“My parents remember that
The Dubai World Trade Centre
symbolised their entry into
Dubai, but when I was a child,
my signpost was the old Hard
Rock Café,” says Rand Abdul

Jabbar, Director of The Centre
for Architectural Discourse.
The landmark, behind which
grew Dubai Media City, was
demolished in 2013.
Businesses have also lived
the change. One of these is
Mashreq, which began operations as the Bank of Oman
50 years ago. With its first
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The change in tarmac colour today indicates the Dubai-Abu
Dhabi border on the E11 at Seih Shuaib. Up till 1971 a formal
customs post stood at this spot. The greenery of today’s
hedges on the Abu Dhabi side marks where a long raised
concrete platform (like a railway station) used to stand
where travellers were asked to unload their goods for food
inspection by customs officers. The long-deserted platform
was still there right up to the late 1980s.

branches in Deira and Bur
Dubai, it now covers all seven emirates and serves both
ends of the E11 at NBB Worker’s City and Al Nakheel. CEO
Abdul Aziz Al Ghurair, who
recalls carrying his passport
on a road trip to Abu Dhabi in
1971, champions the highway
as a symbol of growth, unity and prosperity. “The E11
joined the country: it brought
us closer together, doing
business became easier, and
the tangible Video
activity along
the road spells out its success.
Our visionary rulers, Shaikh
Zayed and
Shaikh
Rashid
Have your
say

sensed the need of the people
and they drove this project
together.”
Across its length, with different names in distinct sections,
the road is a physical metaphor
for the story of the UAE.
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